
1. Introduction*†

How long the parliamentary term should be and how the election date should be decided are questions of 

long-standing political and constitutional interest. According to Terms of Reference set out by Cabinet, they 

are also issues for the Constitutional Advisory Panel to consider. 

This paper serves as our submission to the Constitutional Advisory Panel on the issue of the “length of 

the parliamentary term and whether or not the term should be fixed.”1 It seeks to assist the Panel in its 

consideration of these issues via a thorough analysis of the arguments and related literature around the 

parliamentary term, evaluating the merits of reform and making recommendations. 
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This submission is divided into six sections:

1. The first section introduces the rationale and terms of reference for this submission.

2. The second section sets the stage for this submission by exploring contemporary international 

terms of parliaments, the history of New Zealand’s term, and the contemporary context within which 

questions about the length of the parliamentary term and whether that term should be fixed arise.

3. The third section discusses the role that the parliamentary term plays in the constitution and 

the manner in which the length of the term requires the balancing of accountability and effective 

government, and evaluates the arguments for and against changing the parliamentary term.

4. The fourth section considers the extent to which the adoption of MMP has improved the accountability 

of parliament by changing who claims executive power and how the legislative process works. 

5. The fifth section evaluates the question of whether and in what form the term should be fixed, and 

how any change should be implemented. 

6. The sixth and final section gives our conclusions and recommendations based on the foregoing 

analysis.

It has been said that extending the term is an “obvious and warranted reform.”2 At first blush this may seem 

intuitively correct, but there are compelling and reasonable arguments on both sides of this debate, with 

“room for genuine differences of view.”3 Before we dive into the analysis, Professor of Public Policy Jonathan 

Boston’s words about issues like the parliamentary term are worth quoting:4

“…many of the issues…are complex and do not lend themselves to easy answers. In other words, the ‘best’ 

approach, to the extent that one can be discerned, is not self-evident. An additional complication lies in 

the fact that the merits of specific reforms…cannot be determined in isolation from the wider political, 

institutional, and cultural context. Likewise, aspiring reformers need to understand the interrelated 

nature of the norms, conventions, practices, and statutes which comprise New Zealand’s constitutional 

framework.”

This is a complex question, and as such we need to explore the political, institutional and cultural contexts 

in which it arises to get to the heart of the matter. Widening the lens and looking broadly at the international 

situation is a good place to start. 

2. International parliamentary terms, the history of New Zealand’s parliamentary term, and 
the contemporary context

International terms of parliaments

When bicameral and unicameral parliaments are considered together, the parliamentary terms across all 

regions and parliamentary structures range from one year to the lifetime of the individual members, with 

the vast majority of parliamentary chambers opting for either four or five year terms.5 New Zealand’s House 

of Representatives is one of only seven parliamentary chambers with a term of three years. The others are 

in Australia, Mexico, the Philippines, Qatar, El Salvador, and Nauru. Table 1 below shows the distribution of 

terms internationally.
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table  1  - terms of all parliamentary structures6
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Focusing on unicameral parliaments paints a similar picture, with the majority of countries surveyed 

favouring a four or five-year term.7 More specifically: fifty-three countries (46.9 percent) have a five-year 

term, and fifty countries (44.25 percent) have a four-year term.8 New Zealand joins three other countries 

(3.54 percent) with a unicameral parliament and three-year terms: Qatar, El Salvador, and Nauru. Table 2 

depicts the parliamentary terms operating under a unicameral system.

table 2 - terms of unicameral parliaments9
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Looking more deeply into this data, it becomes clear that New Zealand is the only liberal democratic country 

with a unicameral system and a three-year term.10 Other unicameral liberal democracies with proportional 

electoral systems‡—such as Israel, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland—have four-year terms. New 

Zealand’s legislative progenitor, the United Kingdom, has a five-year term for its lower house.11  And Germany, 

whose electoral system was the inspiration for New Zealand’s MMP system, has a four-year term.12 Overall, 

‡ A country’s electoral system has an important affect on its constitutional arrangements, and, consequently, its electoral timetable. This 

relationship will be discussed with respect to New Zealand’s adoption of MMP from page 7 of this paper.

All regions, all parliaments

All regions, only unicameral parliaments
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it is remarkably clear that parliaments—whether unicameral or bicameral—overwhelmingly favour a four or 

five-year term.13

The history of New Zealand’s parliamentary term

Inherited from the English political tradition, the parliamentary term in New Zealand was first established 

at five years in accordance with the New Zealand Constitution Act 1852. The five-year term remained in 

place until 1879, when the term was reduced to three years in a political climate of “considerable rivalry 

between central government and the provinces.”14 This move was seen to be in response to a fear that the 

abolition of provincial government would “disproportionately strengthen central government at the expense 

of provincial interests.”15 Since the 1879 reform, the three-year term has remained the norm with three brief 

exceptions for the First World War, the Forbes Coalition and the Second World War.16 Table 3 briefly outlines 

New Zealand’s parliamentary term history below.

Table 3 - New Zealand parliamentary term history17

year term length (yrs) reason

1854 5 English Political Tradition

1879 3 Post Abolition of Provinces

1916 5 First World War

1934 4 Forbes Coalition Government

1937 3 Repealed Forbes change

1941 4 Second World War

1967 3 Referendum: four-year term Rejected

1986 3 Royal Commission consider extending parliamentary term

1990 3 Referendum: four-year term rejected

2005 3 Constitutional Review suggests term as issue to be considered.

2010 3 Cabinet document suggests term issue to be considered. 

Any deviation from the three-year term outside the World Wars has been met with strong public resistance. 

The Forbes Government extended the term to four years in 1934 without a mandate,18 an unpopular measure 

that may have contributed to its election defeat in 1935.19The three year term was re-established in 1937.20

Since then, two referenda have been put forward to the electorate: one in 1967 and the other in 1990. The 

results of both referenda overwhelmingly favoured keeping the three-year term.21 In 1967 and 1990, 68.1 

percent and 69.3 percent of voters, respectively, rejected extending the term.22

The current context

More recently, while acknowledging the results of the referenda, Prime Minister John Key maintained that 

“the mood’s definitely changing with MMP.”23 Evidence suggests that Key is right, with recent polls by 

Colmar Brunton and Research New Zealand showing that 56 percent and 58 percent, respectively, of those 

polled favour a four-year term.24 These results—the highest ever in favour of a four-year term—are on the 

back of a survey undertaken in 2010 by the New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development  

that found 40 percent of respondents also in favour.25 Polls are of course, indicative only.26

Key also declared his support for an extended, fixed parliamentary term, saying that “it makes a lot more 

sense to know when the date is and it makes more sense to have four years.”27 In a rare display of cross-party 

consensus on a constitutional issue, this sentiment was soon echoed by leaders of coalition and opposition 

parties.28 Given the shift in public opinion on the issue indicated by the polls, it would seem that there is a 

swelling tide of support for an increase in the parliamentary term. And yet a swelling popular tide of opinion, 
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cross-party consensus and international norms do not, on their own, make a valid argument for changing 

this aspect of New Zealand’s constitutional arrangements.29 Further analysis and consideration of the issue 

is necessary.30

3. The constitution and the parliamentary term: balancing government effectiveness and 
accountability

According to Oxford legal academic Dr. Richard Ekins, any constitution—written or unwritten—is “a frame-

work for the exercise of public power” consisting of “rules that settle the allocation of authority and how 

that authority should be exercised.”31 This framework is for securing the common good by “realising 

good government; limiting the prospect of the misuse of public power; enabling democratic self-rule; 

and maintaining the stability and unity of the political community.”32 Striking the balance among these 

principles—which may be competing, complementary or sometimes both—is one of the more difficult 

aspects of drafting or amending a constitution.33

When it comes to the issue of the parliamentary term, we must weigh and balance two principles: that of 

realising good government and that of limiting the prospect of the misuse of public power. In other words, 

we must weigh and balance effective government and governmental accountability. A shorter term means 

greater accountability, giving New Zealanders more opportunities to tighten the reins on their elected 

representatives primarily—but not exclusively—through regular elections. But such a tight grip means 

perhaps less effectiveness, with reduced time for governments to do what they promised and to respond 

to problems as they arise. The opposite holds for a longer term: potentially greater effectiveness at the 

expense of a vital lever of accountability. 

The 1986 Royal Commission Report offers the most comprehensive analysis available on the prospect of 

extending the term in New Zealand and on the need to balance effective government and accountability.34 

From submissions received, it observed that those in favour of extending the term generally held that 

government needs to have more time to develop and implement its policies—that there was a need for more 

effective government.35 Those who wished to maintain the three-year term, on the other hand, generally 

held that voters must have the power to change the government at regular intervals to ensure politicians 

remained responsible to their constituents—that there was a need to retain governmental accountability.36 

Contemporary arguments are mostly variations on these themes.37 We will now briefly consider these 

arguments individually, detailing their specifics and noting their detractions before coming to a conclusion 

regarding the two taken together.

A four-year term: greater effectiveness

Under a three-year term, it is argued that there is only one “effective year” for governments to formulate and 

implement policy, not long enough for the government to be effective.38 That is, politicians—and ministers in 

particular—spend the first year of their term learning the ropes; the second “getting things done;” and the 

third campaigning for re-election.39 Professor Philip Joseph, a public law expert, called these the “settling 

in,” “working” and “election” years, respectively.40  It follows that an extended term would allow a longer 

working period, giving more time for better law-making. This argument holds even when the government is 

returned, as is often the case in New Zealand, with ministerial and portfolio reshuffles usually resulting from 

new coalition or confidence and supply agreements.41

More frequent elections are also seen to be disruptive, resulting in “almost constant electioneering” and 

short-sighted legislation.42 This means it is more likely that undesirable electoral-cycle influences may arise, 

such as governments seeking political advantage by introducing populist, short-term policies or partaking 

in rent-seeking behaviour.43 Controversial policies and decisions, while potentially beneficial in the long-

term, may also be delayed until after an election to minimise adverse electoral consequences.44 In contrast, 

a four-year term, by virtue of its reduced frequency, would “encourage longer-term strategic planning and 

decision-making in government.”45 This is arguably most evident with respect to economic policy.46
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Extending the term would not only encourage more considered policies and decisions, it would also give 

voters more time to make an informed judgment on the government.47 Policies which require a longer 

timeframe to demonstrate their benefits could be more accurately assessed, and it follows that they would 

be more likely to be introduced if this were the case. Governments, in turn, would also be able to present 

a more complete record of their achievements if they had four years between elections rather than three.

Detractions

Some argue, however, that a longer term is not necessary to achieve the desired improvements in 

governmental effectiveness. Even under a three-year term, governments may be capable of putting in more 

than one “effective year” of policy making. For one, it is likely that many ministers do not need an entire 

year to learn the ropes because they have either served before or understudied portfolios in opposition; 

in addition, they have a vast public service and party machine at their disposal to help them get up to 

speed.48 Recent governments have also campaigned on a platform of “100 days of action,” whereby 

significant reform is promised—and subsequently implemented—in the first few months of the government 

being elected.49 It could also be argued that in response to a dynamic media environment characterized by 

“mass communications, social and cultural complexity and the intense contestability of ideas,”50 parties’ 

campaigning activities are not necessarily confined to the election year. And if controversial yet beneficial 

policies are more likely to be left until after an election, an extended term may also mean these are delayed 

further still. 

As well, in New Zealand, governments have more often than not been given a second chance, affording them 

the confidence to plan for the next term and beyond. This means, in effect, that because governments usually 

last more than one term, a new government is not bedding in every three years, but, rather, at least every 

six. The Commission countered this as “largely irrelevant,” however, saying that the government’s actions 

will remained focussed on the next election regardless of whether they think they will be re-elected or not.51

A three-year term: greater accountability

The primary thrust of arguments around accountability underscore the view that governments must be held 

to account through regular elections to limit the potential misuse of their authority; the more often the  

better. Some commentators liken more frequent elections to “more democracy.”52 It is argued that New 

Zealand’s relatively short term is a concrete constraint, giving voters the ability to pass judgment and 

constrain both parliament and government through democratic means. This is particularly pertinent given 

New Zealand’s unique lack of safeguards—not having an upper house or an entrenched bill of rights, for 

example.53

One of the stronger arguments for staying with the current term is that extending the term may not 

necessarily deliver all of the suggested benefits of effective government in practice, while elections are 

a known quantity that have been holding parliaments and governments to account since the inception of 

representative democracy.54

A shorter term may also ameliorate voter apathy, political neglect, and procrastination—all of which can 

negatively impact accountability. Less time between elections means that voters are less likely to lose 

interest in politics and become disengaged with the democratic process. Politicians are also more likely to 

act in the interest of the voters when the next election is not far off on the horizon.55A shorter term would also 

likely act as an “effective spur” to get “planning underway and legislation passed with proper efficiency.”56

Detractions

While elections do play a primary role in keeping parliament accountable to voters,57 this is not the only way 

that accountability is exercised, and the effect can be exaggerated.58 Other factors, like an unyielding media 

cycle in what eminent constitutional lawyer Geoffrey Palmer calls the “telecratic age” also provide scrutiny 

between elections,59 keeping politicians on their toes and somewhat minimising the impact of the popular 
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vote. It is worth mentioning that many of the detractions of accountability-based arguments have already 

been made above as arguments in favour of effectiveness, and vice-versa.

Conclusion

On the whole, an extra working year would likely afford more considered law making and fewer electoral-

cycle disruptions, and it would give voters more time to pass judgment on the government. An effective 

government demands sufficient time both to formulate and to implement policy, but at the same time they 

must not go unchecked. Governmental effectiveness must be properly balanced with accountability.

The Commission recognised this, especially within its own constitutional context which, it believed, did not 

offer enough accountability measures to enable a four-year term. It observed that:60

[New Zealand’s] constitution places almost no limits on the powers of governments to carry out their 

large responsibilities. Parliament has supreme law-making powers; the Government of the day has the 

support of and general control over the House of Representatives; it has extensive direct powers both in 

its own right and by delegation from Parliament; its powers in and through the house are not restrained 

by a Second Chamber; there are no general legal restrictions as might be found in a bill of rights, on 

the exercise of Government’s powers both in Parliament and outside it; and there is no constitutional 

decentralization of power as in a federal system. 

Thus, in what was described at the time as an “executive paradise,”61 cabinet dominated parliament and 

consequently the legislative process.62 But parliament’s lack of control over the government was not the only 

problem; voters too had a lack of control over parliament in a first-past-the-post (FPP) electoral system.63  

This particularly troubled the Commission, who cited the power given to the governing party, and the 

executive in particular, as a “key issue” to consider.64 Therefore, despite the fact that it supported extending 

the term, it did not make a formal recommendation that a four-year term be adopted at that time, though 

it did leave the door open for such a recommendation to be made if and when additional restraints were 

introduced, like MMP.

We agree with the Commission’s rationale. This begs the question though: while the mood may be changing 

with MMP as the tides of public and political opinion suggest, has New Zealand’s adoption of MMP since 

the Commission’s Report tipped the balance sufficiently to, in the words of Dr. Ekins, “make it possible for 

authorities to govern well, while also limiting the prospect of misuse of public power?” The following section 

will seek to answer this question.

4. Has MMP improved governmental accountability?: executive power and the legislative 
process

The introduction of MMP following the 1993 referendum was a “seismic shift” that “irrevocably changed” 

New Zealand’s politics.65The magnitude of this shift was immense, as a country’s voting system is “the 

most important rule of the political game,”66 affecting the way public decision-making power is distributed, 

exercised and legitimised.67 Having survived the last referendum,68 MMP is likely to remain with us for some 

time.69But has it increased governmental accountability?

Professor Andrew Geddis, an electoral law expert, highlights two significant changes as a result of the 

introduction of MMP that are worthy of attention here: who claims and wields the power of executive 

government; and how the legislative process works.70 To inform whether the underlying conditions for an 

extended parliamentary term are more favourable today than they were in 1986, we will now consider the 

form and extent of the changes to the distribution of executive power and the legislative process.

Distribution of executive power

Democratic representation has changed significantly since FPP. Proportional representation and minority 
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governments have had a sizeable effect on government accountability. Seats won at an election now more 

closely represent voters’ preferences, resulting in a more diverse parliament representing a wider range of 

groups and interests.71 Minority coalition governing arrangements are also now the norm,72 with the past  

six parliaments since the introduction of MMP taking this form more often than not.73 Furthermore, the 

recent departure from formal cabinet coalitions towards more flexible inter-party governing arrangements 

have allowed ministers of minor parties outside cabinet to criticise the government in areas not pertaining 

to their portfolio, thus increasing the independence of “support parties.”74 These changes mean it is much 

more difficult for a single party to control the House and, subsequently, the passage of legislation.

Involving more parties in coalition arrangements limits the reach and scope of government activities. 

The importance of holding parliament—and cabinet in particular—to account has already been stressed 

in this submission.75 As New Zealand remains aligned to the Westminster model, with its requirement of 

“responsible government,” whereby the executive is both from and responsible to the legislature,76 it is 

important to get this balance right. This was not the case under FPP, with parliament criticized as being 

merely a “rubber stamp.”77 But now under MMP the delicate interaction “between stable and firm political 

leadership from cabinet on the one hand and consultative, flexible leadership on the other hand” has been 

fundamentally altered.78 Given New Zealand’s constitutional arrangements, MMP is now perhaps “the  

only strong democratic safeguard the country possesses.”79

This is not to say that the government has been stripped of all its influence under MMP. “Executive 

government still retains much power,” reasoned Matthew Palmer, “[b]ut the need for these political trans-

actions [of coalition government] is new and has ensured that Parliament has regained a centrality in New 

Zealand’s constitutional structure that it had previously lacked.”80 Moreover, political consultant Ryan 

Malone supports this by arguing that the executive dominance from FPP is now a “creature of the past”:81

“MMP was seen [by its supporters prior to introduction] as a means of restraining governments, of 

slowing them down, and of forcing them to engage with and incorporate wider parliamentary views than 

those of cabinet alone. There can be no question that this has been the outcome.”

There is, therefore, ample evidence that the executive-legislative relationship has been fundamentally 

altered as a result of MMP. Parties not only have to negotiate with one another to form government, but also 

to pass Bills into law.   

The legislative process 

The legislative review processes and practices today, too, are “markedly different” from those under FPP.82 

Thanks to the more consensual style of politics and the wide range of groups and individuals required 

in deliberations, “policy-making is now slower [and] more complicated...” than before.83 While urgency 

provisions have been used controversially to fast-track legislation, this is an issue irrespective of the 

electoral system or length of the parliamentary term.84 This notwithstanding, MMP has indeed “significantly 

slowed the pace of legislation”—particularly from the government—“and enabled parliament to scrutinise 

bills in a much more rigorous fashion,” as indicated by the thirty-three percent reduction in government bills 

enacted per year and the increased sitting time devoted to the bills that do pass since the introduction of 

MMP.85 “Governments cannot push their legislative agenda through parliament at such speed,” concluded 

Malone, “Parliament has become less of a roaring Ferrari and more of a sensible family wagon.”86

Committees have also become more influential and independent as a result of the change in electoral  

system. This is because under minority governments, the government no longer necessarily commands an 

automatic majority on subject committees, nor are subject committees always headed up by a government 

MP.87 While it is rare for committees to reverse a policy decision as they remain advisory and not authoritative, 

they do wield great influence—so much so that Geddis writes that committees have “developed into 

something of a de facto second chamber of parliament.”88

Along with committees, public deliberation has also benefited from MMP’s introduction. The Commission 
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thought that there was “likely to be a significantly greater degree of consultation and accommodation of 

other views with a consequent restraining effect on the powers of government” with a proportional system,89 

which has turned out to be true. MMP has “energised national politics” because of the greater representation 

of interests and identity groups.90 A more consensual politics has indeed arisen, thanks to more parties 

winning representation in parliament, making more space for dialogue, disagreements and compromises 

between and within them.91 It is also much more difficult for a single party to control not only the House, but 

committees too. Negotiations between minor and governing parties are required not just for government 

formation, but for general parliamentary business as well.92 An example of this is the budget process, which 

has become more open and subject to additional consultation under MMP.93

Summary

Joseph ties these two threads together with a lucid summary of how MMP—with its “coalition arrangements, 

support agreements on confidence and supply, cross-party negotiations and shifting voting blocs, issue by 

issue”— remains the “antithesis of the former FPP system”:94

“Minority government has transformed the dynamics of New Zealand politics. Governments cannot 

stage-manage their legislative programme as they could under FPP. Legislative policy is fully contestable. 

Government bills...may be defeated in the House without precipitating confidence issues. Governments 

must deploy political management strategies that can build legislative majorities at the pre-introduction 

stage. Ministers promoting bills must negotiate with coalition or support parties (and sometimes 

opposition non-support parties) over the content and shape of their legislation. They must accept 

sometimes extensive reworking of their bills in select committee and committee of the whole House as 

the price of having their proposals enacted. MMP governments do not enjoy the luxury of government 

majorities on their select committees or in the committee of the whole House. The imperative to build 

cross-party support has instated a separation between the executive and legislative branches that was 

lacking under FPP.”

Under MMP, executive power has thus been dispersed, limiting the prospect of misuse of public power; and 

the legislative process has been shored up, allowing authorities to govern better. While there are still a few 

rocks in the soil in the form of detractions, the ground nevertheless appears to be well tilled for the seeds of 

an extended term to be sown. Before we can conclude though, we need to consider any additional measures 

that may need to be taken if an extended term is favoured. 

5. Implementation: a fixed term and a referendum

At this point it is wise to acknowledge what Professor Jeremy Waldron calls “Parliamentary Recklessness”—

New Zealand’s progressive stripping away “of safeguard after safeguard from the legislative process.”95 

While New Zealand retains the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty and the democratic principle of self- 

rule, it is also preferable that checks and balances operate within the legislative processes of parliament 

rather than without.96 Given this, a fixed term may offer a way to both make the most of the extended term 

while at the same time providing a compensatory check on the executive. The Commission also recommended 

that a four-year term be fixed. 

Under the current arrangements, the governor general acts on the advice of the prime minister regarding 

when to dissolve parliament and to call a general election.97 The prime minister can use this discretion at 

any time during the parliamentary term.98 Fixing the term would limit this by prescribing a date on which 

an election must be called. Internationally, fixed terms are reasonably common throughout democracies.99

Such a measure is important in light of the preceding discussion, as extending and fixing the term are linked—

that is, the longer the term is increased, the greater latitude there is for a prime minister to seek political 

advantage by calling an early election when the polls are favourable.100 This has been likened to “a race in 

which the Prime Minister is allowed to approach it with his running shoes in one hand and his starting pistol 
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in the other.”101 Given New Zealand’s relatively short parliamentary term, this has not been a significant issue 

here as the vast majority of prime ministers have governed as long as the term allowed—the first National 

Holland Government a notable exception after dissolving parliament with fifteen months left to seek a fresh 

mandate.102 It is likely to become a problem, however, if the term is extended as international comparisons 

suggest that governments in countries with longer terms tend to choose politically advantageous times to 

call an election.103 Furthermore, any advantage gained from an additional “working year” for government to 

develop and implement policy would be squandered if an early election were called for the sake of “naked 

political advantage.”104

A fixed term would not only assist in realising the benefits of an extended term, it would also be fairer and 

more predictable. The “unfettered power to decide the timing of the contest” gives significant power to 

the Prime Minister over opposition parties,105 coalition partners and potentially even backbenchers—using 

the threat of a snap election to bring them in line.106 Even if this is not used, the option to do so is still 

there, which can put other parties “off-balance.”107 This is seen as procedurally unfair, particularly as the 

incumbent government already has inherent advantages, like the public service. There is also the potential 

to cause “cynicism” in the electorate.108 Predictability is important too because, as the Commission noted, 

an early election “tends to be both destabilising and disruptive, with constant speculation about whether 

or when there will be an election.”109 It is notable that John Key broke with tradition and announced the 2011 

election date nine-months beforehand to avoid “playing politics” with the electoral cycle.110

Certainty would need to be paired with some flexibility, however, so a mechanism to accommodate the 

possibility of the collapse of a minority government is needed—often called a “safety valve.”111 While MMP 

governments have been stable thus far with none having lost a motion of no confidence, the increased 

likelihood of minority coalition arrangements makes this mechanism especially important. 

The fixing method

There are almost as many ways of fixing as there are parliaments with fixed terms.112 Some countries forbid 

the possibility of an early election entirely, like Norway, where elections are held every four years without 

exception.113 Others, however, like Sweden, recognise the need for a “safety valve” and operate with a 

“semi-fixed” term, whereby the government may call an early election.114 Further methods to allow for early 

elections include giving the governor general or supreme court the power to decide whether to accept or 

to refuse a request for an early election, or legislating a recommended but unenforceable election date.115  

We, however, favour a solution based on the United Kingdom’s recent reforms under the Fixed Term 

Parliaments Act 2011,116 which requires a parliamentary majority to vote in favour of an early dissolution.117 

This would trigger a process whereby parliament is given a period of time (fourteen days in the United 

Kingdom) to form an alternative government before it is dissolved and an election called. Alternatively, if 

there is broad cross-party support (two-thirds majority in the United Kingdom) for dissolution before the end 

of this period of time, then parliament may dissolve itself. Once a new government is formed the electoral 

clock will then be restarted, giving the incoming government as close to a full term as possible.118

This method differs from the current framework as it transfers the power of dissolution from the prime 

minister (advising the governor general) to parliament. Under minority government a consensus would have 

to be reached with other political parties before dissolution could occur.119 The advantage of this approach is 

that it devolves decision-making power from one politician to many, likely fostering increased accountability 

and scrutiny. Thus if a government resigns, it is possible for a majority of politicians to refuse dissolution 

until negotiations regarding a replacement coalition government have failed.120 Moreover, any decision to 

dissolve parliament would require an “open and public debate” to justify why parliament has chosen to 

deviate from the legislated timeframe.121 While it is possible for fixed term legislation to be circumvented—as 

played out in Canada in 2008 when Prime Minister Stephen Harper sidestepped the recently introduced fixed 

term legislation by requesting that the Governor General act on his advice to dissolve parliament—it does 

create political incentives and norms that will likely reduce the chance of this happening.122 
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A fixed term implemented in this way not only aligns strongly with New Zealand’s constitutional arrangements 

but also transfers power and accountability from the government to parliament. Moreover, it makes room 

for the likely increased effectiveness of an extended term, resolves the current procedural unfairness of 

an unfixed term, allows for the possibility for political negotiation and re-formation of a government, and 

provides a degree of flexibility to accommodate the politically dynamic nature of MMP. If the term is to be 

extended, fixing it in this way makes a lot of sense.  

A referendum

It also makes sense to foster broad and enduring agreement by requiring any change to the term to 

be dependent on gaining popular support through a referendum. Maximising social acceptance is 

an important ingredient for stable constitutional change.123 While a supermajority of parliament could 

technically make this change,124 holding a referendum is important to address concerns about politicians 

bestowing themselves with “more job security.”125 To further minimise the potential for this to be seen as 

self-interested, the result of the referendum should not take effect until 2017 at the earliest, leaving little 

incentive for incumbent politicians as it won’t extend their next term should they be re-elected. 

This leaves us with the proposition of extending to a four-year term by referendum, or staying with the 

status quo of three—which strikes the right balance?

6. Conclusion and recommendations

After considering the arguments and New Zealand’s history, context, and constitutional arrangements in-

depth, a persuasive case can be made that a fixed, four-year term is likely to afford good government without 

unduly reducing accountability. MMP has made enough of a difference to the way the powers of government 

are distributed and the legislative process carried out that the time is now right for New Zealanders—

informed and engaged through the “Constitution Conversation”126—to consider and decide this question at 

a referendum.127 If this eventuates, New Zealanders should approach the ballot box confident that a fixed, 

four-year term would make our great constitution even better. As distinguished political scientist Samuel 

Beer quipped, “representative government must not only represent, it must also govern.”128 It’s time to let it.

Formal Recommendations:

1 That New Zealand’s parliamentary term is extended to a period of four years; 

2. That the term is fixed, with the date of the election—the last Saturday in November for example—set in 

mandatory legislation;129

 a. But if the government loses the confidence of the House,130 the following process is triggered:

i If no new government is formed within one month of the vote of no confidence, then parliament 

is dissolved;131 or

ii If before this one month deliberation period is over parliament passes a motion to dissolve itself 

by a supermajority (75 percent), then parliament is dissolved;132 

b.  If parliament is dissolved mid-term (following either 2i or 2ii), the incoming government will serve 

as close to a full term as possible with the next election occurring on the same calendar date as (2); 

and

3. That this legislation is implemented no earlier than 2017, dependent on gaining majority support 

through a public referendum.
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